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Figure 1-1. Tank Waste Remediation System Technical Scope Decision Logic.
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1.3 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION
A brief description of the organization for the remainder of this report is provided as

follows:

Section 2.0, Summary of findings, provides the key findings of the study. A
summary of policy constraints and uncertainties that influence the findings is
also provided in this section.
Section 3.0, Description of Alternatives, provides a summary level
description of the alternatives.
Section 4.0, Methodology, provides a discussion of the methodology used to
compare alternatives including a discussion of the performance measures used.

Section 5.0, Evaluation of Alternatives, provides a summary level evaluation
of the alternatives described in Section 3.0 using the performance measures
discussed in Section 4.0.
Section 6.0, References, provides a list of the referenced documents.
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2.0 SUMMARY
This study provides a summary level comparative analysis of selected waste
separations alternatives proposed to represent the No Separations, Separations, and Deferred
Separations strategies. These alternatives represent the full spectrum of possible strategies
for processing retrieved tank wastes based upon full retrieval. Summary level d e f ~ t i o n sof
the alternatives follow. More detailed alternative descriptions may be found in Section 3.0.

No Separations vitrifies all of the tank waste for HLW disposal in an offsite
geologic repository.
Separations separates the tank waste into HLW and LLW fractions via
physical and/or chemical means and vitrifies both fractions. The HLW
fraction will be shipped to a geologic repository and the LLW fraction will be
disposed of onsite.
Deferred Separations treats the tank wastes to an intermediate form to await
development of the final treatment options.
The treatment method (if any), the immobilization method, and the location for
ultimate disposal of the HLW and LLW fractions will be addressed in future studies (see
Figure 1-1, Architectures 4.2.3.2and 4.2.3.3, 4.2.3.4, and 4.2.3.5, and 4.2.4 respectively).

To be consistent with the first two alternatives (ultimate disposal of all tank waste),
two sub-alternatives will be included with the Deferred Separations alternative. Subalternative #1 will be the assumption that the intermediate material will meet HLW product
specifications and can be shipped to the repository for final disposal. Sub-alternative #2 will
assume that the intermediate material will be "retrieved" from the storage containers some
time in the future, run through the baseline Separations process, and disposed of as HLW
(geologic repository) and LLW (onsite).
2.1 SUMMARY FINDINGS FOR ALTERNATIVES

This section provides a discussion of the technical fmdings associated with the
alternatives. Table 2-1 summarizes the performance of the alternatives with respect to eight
identified performance measures (performance measures are defined in Section 4.0). More
detailed evaluations of the alternatives are contained in Section 5.0 of this report.
The following technical findings are derived from the performance evaluation of the
three separations alternatives. All dollar figures are in constant 1995 dollars:
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Table 2-1. Performance Evaluation Summary.
cost

Vo Separations

Operability1
maintainability
TEC' = 2.6
Can meet all
Determined to have
existing Tri-Party
the lowest level of
ife-Cycle = 20.0 Agreement schedule complexity.
objectives.

Separations

TEC' = 3.3

Alternative

Deferred
Separations
Plus
Sub-alternative #l

Schedule

Can meet all
existing Tri-Party
Life-Cycle = 12.1 Agreement schedule
objectives.

Determined to have
higher complexity
than No
Separations, but
lower complexity
than Deferred
Separations coupled
with sub-alternative
#2.
Can meet all
Direct comparison
rEC1 = 2.6
existing Tri-Party
unable to be made
Life-Cycle = 19.4 Agreement schedule due the dissimilarity
objectives.
between unit
operations.

Safety

Environmental

No unique
issues
identified.

HLW = 140,000 m3
LLW =
0 m3

Increased
handling of
tank waste ovei
No Separations
leads to
increased safet)
risks.

HLW = 8,600m3
LLW' = 220.000 m3

Calciners will
have lower
operating
temperatures.

LLW product will
meet all near surface
iisposal requirements.

Technical
maturity
Utilizes mature
technologies. Is
dependant on
scale-up of
vitrification
operations,
Utilizes mature
technologies. Is
dependant on
scale-up of
vitrification
operations.

HLW = 120,000 m3 Dependent on
LLW =
0 m3
development of
calcination
process.

Final waste
form will be
dispersable and
water soluhle.
Increased
handling of
calcination
tank waste
leads to
increased safet) meet all near surface
iisposal requirements.
risks.

Complexity of
interfaces
Process consists of
single. simple
facility.

Multiple facilities
and unit operations
increases risk of
interface problems
and operations
interruptions.

Process consists of
single, simple
Facility.

Process is
kpendant on
Eale-up of
:alciner
Jperations.
Multiple facilities
and unit operations
ulcreases risk of
interface problems
and operations
interruptions.

Large number of
calciners (60)will
I lead to nroblems.
Projected to miss
Perceived to have
rEC'=5T
Deferred
existing milestones the highest
Separations
Life-Cycle = 22.2 for final disposal of complexity due to
Plus
lank wastes.
reprocessing of the
Sub-alternative #2
intermediate waste
form.
HLW = H 1-level waste
LLW = Lc ,-level waste
'TEC = Total Estimated Cost. Is equal to the sum of all direct construction costs (i.e., equipment, materials, and labor) plus program and construction
management, engineering, and contingency.
'LLW form is glass in a polymerlsulfur matrix. Waste form has a volume percentage ration of 70130 glass to polymerlsulfur
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Figure 3-1. No Separations Block Diagram.
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3.1.2 Separations

There are many possible processing schemes for separating the waste into LLW and
HLW fractions. These schemes range from just solidlliquid separations to solidlliquid
separations coupled with ion exchange, organic destruction, caustic leaching, acid
dissolution, solvent extraction, gel separations, andlor melter based separations. To add to
this complexity, these operations can be accomplished in the facility or out of the facility and
in different order. To simplify the task of this document the comparison will be based
primarily on the current baseline separations process outlined in Ecology et al. 1994, WHC
1994, WHC 1995a, and Slaathaug 1995a and b. The baseline separations process will
consist of the following elements:
SolidlLiquid Separations
Blending of Tank Wastes
Sludge Washing (i.e., water washing of solidslsludges)
Caustic Leaching (i.e., enhanced sludge washing [ESWI of solids/sludges)
Cesium Ion Exchange.
A block flow diagram of this process is shown in Figure 3-2. As can be seen from
Figure 1-1, the comparison of this separations process to more advanced separations
processes will be performed during the evaluation of sub-functions 4.2.3.2 and 4.2.3.3.

In the Separations process the tank waste undergoes an initial solid/liquid separations
step before being leached with sodium hydroxide. Experiments with samples of Hanford Site
tank wastes have shown that increased solubility of waste components such as aluminum,
phosphate, and chromium may be achieved by leaching tank waste sludges with sodium
hydroxide solutions (Colton 1994). The remaining solids are processed through a series of
washing and solidlliquid separation steps before being routed to the HLW treatment section.
The solubilizedlleached waste components along with the supernatant are combined and
concentrated before being routed to the ion exchange section where cesium is removed. The
removed cesium stream is concentrated and neutralized before being routed to HLW
treatment. The remaining waste stream is routed to the LLW treatment section.
In the LLW treatment section the waste stream combines with recycle streams and is
concentrated. The concentrated LLW and glass formers feed into a melter where the streams
combine to form glass. The glass exits the melter, passes through a water quench, a
crushing stage, and enters into a cullet quench tank. The glass cools further in the quench
tank water resulting in pea sized fractured glass or cullet. The cullet is screened to remove
fines and transferred to a lag storage area. The glass cullet from lag storage is combined
with a sulfur/polymer mixture before being packaged in ll-m3 containers. The containers
are then transferred to retrievable storage in 5,300-m3 vaults.
12
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Figure 3-2. Separations Block Diagram.
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The HLW feed slurry streams pass through waste staging and sampling tanks where
sampling and final blending (if necessary) occurs. After sampling, the HLW slurry is
transferred to the HLW feed preparation system where it is centrifuged. The resulting
centrate and other aqueous recycle streams are then evaporated to dewater the HLW melter
feed stream. The concentrated HLWs are recombined with the centrifuged solids and are
also combined with the concentrated cesium product from cesium ion exchange. The
resulting stream is transferred to the HLW melter feed system where it is mixed with glass
formers before being fed to the melter.
The HLW glass stream continuously pours from separator sections downstream of the
melter. Glass pours from the melter into canisters. The canisters are welded shut and
decontaminated before being loaded in an interim storage cask. The casks are placed on a
concrete pad for interim storage until shipment to the HLW repository.

3.1.2.1 Separations Facility Configuration Overview. There are nearly as many facility
configurations as processing schemes for separating the waste into LLW and HLW fractions.
As stated previously, to simplify the task of this document the comparison will be based
primarily on the baseline separations process outlined in the TWRS EIS data package
(Slaathaug 1995a) and the updated information contained in the "Determine Waste
Separations Process Trade Study" (Slaathaug 1995b).
The facility configuration used to represent Separations consists of three
separate/detached facilities (Le., separations facility, LLW vitrification facility, and HLW
vitrification facility). The separations facility will house the solidlliquid separation, sludge
washing, caustic leaching, and cesium ion exchange processes with the other two serving
solely as vitrification facilities. The three facilities will be located in a central complex.and
will be served by common support facilities (Le., steam, water, compressed air, offices,
shops, etc.).

3.1.3 Deferred Separations
The thought process behind the Deferred Separations option is the tank waste would
be retrieved and then processed to a stable intermediate form until the final treatment
alternatives are developed to a sufficient level. In this way the tank wastes would be
removed from the tanks and stabilized thereby reducing the impact on the environment from
tank leakage and other related tank mishaps if development of the final treatment processes
poses excessive delays in retrieval. A simplified block flow diagram of this process is shown
in Figure 3-3.
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The Deferred Separations option employed in this report is based upon the
CalcinelCask option defined in the TOR (Boomer et al. 1993). In this option, the retrieved
waste slurry is fed into a large bank (60) of hydrogen fueled, fluidized bed calciners. The
fluidized bed is comprised of inert silica and solid calcium carbonate (the calcium carbonate
is added to reduced the evolution of SO,). The calcined product overflows the calciners
(along with a fraction of the inert bed material) and is pneumatically transported to a
collection bin before being loaded into storage casks (approximately 10,OOO kg calcined
materialkask). The storage casks are then routed by rail to the interim storage facility.
The Deferred Separations option will differ from the CalcinelCask option in that the
CO, recovery process (targeted at removing CL4from the offgas) will be eliminated. This is
done because none of the other options contain a CO, recovery process and, therefore, to
make a fair comparison, Deferred Separations should not employ one either.
Sub-alternative #1 defined in Section 3.0 will require no further treatment before
disposal. For sub-alternative #2 it will be assumed that the final processing scenario will use
the present baseline processing scheme as outlined in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.3.1 Deferred Separations Facility Configuration Overview. The facility configuration
consists of a single facility served by common support facilities (Le., steam, air, water,
offices, etc.) as outlined in the TOR (Boomer et al. 1993). The facility layout is taken from
the TOR and is included in Appendix B.
Sub-alternative #1 defined in Section 3.1 will require no further treatment before
disposal and, therefore, will not impact the facility configuration. The final processing
configuration for sub-alternative #2 will use the Separations process configuration as outlined
in Section 3.1.2.1.

3.2 UNCERTAINTIES
This section provides a discussion of the key technical and policy uncertainties
associated with the processing alternatives. Efforts to determine key decisions, risks, and
uncertainties for the current TWRS waste disposal strategy in general, and separations
alternatives in particular, are documented in a number of sources (Johnson 1994, Johnson
1995, Johnson et al. 1993, and WHC 199%). The f d i n g s and results of this previous work
are summarized and supplemented where appropriate in an attempt to provide decision
makers with a tool to assess overall separations/pretreatent program risk.
It is not the intent of this study to provide closure on the uncertainties discussed
herein since most are beyond the scope of this study, require DOE policy decisions, or
require stakeholder involvement.
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Stakeholder value

Study performance measure

Use Mature Technologies

Assessed qualitatively as Technical Maturity performance measure

Enhance public acceptance

Public input will be solicited for this decision

Use open and fair processes

Systems engineering methodology is used as basis for study and
Dublic inout will be solicited.

I

Increase efficiency

I

Assessed by cost data for each alternative and by quantities of key
consumables used (Le.. water. chemicals. etc.)

It is important to note that the performance measures represent a mixture of
quantitative and qualitative factors. Some of the performance measures, such as cost,
represent directly measurable variables that are influenced by qualitative factors because
some assumptions are used to develop the costs. Other performance measures, such as
operability, are much more dependent on the experience and values of evaluators. Although
some decision makers tend to focus on tangible and immediately visible performance
measures such as cost and schedule, it should be noted that some of the less tangible
performance measures, such as operability and safety, can carry heavy hidden penalties.

For purposes of this report, the cost, schedule, and environmental performance
measures are discussed in mostly quantitative terms and are considered the primary
discriminating criteria for the alternatives evaluated. The other performance measures will
be discussed in mostly qualitative terms and used as a means to understand the uncertainties
associated with the alternatives.
4.2.1 Cost

To the extent practicalhecessary the equipment, system, or component will be
evaluated with respect to capital, operating, repository disposal fee, and life-cycle costs.
4.2.2 Schedule

Schedule impact/risk will be assessed relative to implementation of a given
alternative. Schedules to be considered include startup, production, Tri-Party Agreement,
and other internally (WHC)or externally @OE, regulatory, stakeholder) driven schedules.
4.2.3 Operability

Operability of a system is a qualitative measure of the inherent complexity of a
system that influences facility operating aspects such as the following:

23
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4.

Technologies that have been demonstrated on a "cold" or non-nuclear pilot
scale using simulated feed materials.

5.

Technologies that have been demonstrated on a "hot" or nuclear bench scale
using actual feed materials.

6.

Technologies that have been demonstrated on a "cold" or non-nuclear bench
scale using simulated feed materials.

7.

Technologies that are supported by studies that are backed by bench scale
experiments.

8.

Technologies that are supported by conceptual studies that are not backed by
bench scale experiments.

In addition to the hierarchy given above, other factors that influence technical

maturity or technology assurance include the following:

Maximizing flexibility (adaptability for new technologies or mission change)
Design flexibility or adaptability for incorporating improved technology
Avoiding regulatory uncertainty.
4.2.8 Complexity of Interfaces

The complexity of facility and function interfaces is assessed by evaluating the
following factors to the extent practical:
Flowsheet. Compatibility with reference case and complexity introduced by
needed changes.
Utilities. Requirements for support functions and facilities.
SitinglLocation. Special requirements or restrictions imposed for siting within
the 200 Area or for specific locations within a facility.
Constructability. Special construction constraints or procedures imposed.
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5.0 EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES
This section provides an evaluation of the three treatment schemes with regard to the
performance measures discussed in Section 4.2. Process facility configuration and
upstreaddownstream processes are evaluated only when considered to significantly influence
a given performance measure.
The evaluation of the alternatives is mostly based on a summarization of data from
previous work. It is not the intent of this document to reconcile differences in absolute
values of the data from the reference documents, unless the data are in conflict for a given
performance measure, since much of the data are subject to assumptions that still must be
verified. This document is intended to be updated and the extent to which quantitative
evaluation is meaningful will improve as the data evolve and mature. Therefore, the
numbers reported should not be considered final. However, regardless of absolute values,
the existing data represent trends that can be used to screen the process alternatives and help
focus program resources and priorities.
5.1 COST
This section provides a summary of the costs associated with implementation of each
of the separations process strategies and the downstream waste immobilization functions.
The costs considered include capital, operating, and disposal costs as discussed in more detail
in the following subsections. The Deferred Separations cost summary includes treatment of
the waste to an intermediate form only. For it to be on a comparable basis to the other two
options, it must be considered as a cost in addition to the cost of one of the sub-options. A
summary comparison of these costs is given in Table 5-1.
Table 5-1. Life-Cycle Cost Summary.'

'Excludes other TWRS program costs such as retrieval. tank upgrades, etc. All dollar figures are in billions of
1995 dollars.
'From Table 5-2.
'From Table 5-3.
'From Table 5-5.
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No Separations'
Separations*
Deferred Seuarations'
Sub-Alternative #1
Sub-Alternative #2'

Table 5-4. Staffine Estimates (1995 Dollars)
Duration
Labor category
Total per year
(years)
Exempt Nonexempt Bargaining Total per (millions $)
unit
Year
338
618
14
227
53
63.1
463
877
16
345
69
90.7
1198
15
133
428
2359
228.8

Total lifetime
(millions $)

~

883
1,450
3.430
0
1,450
~~
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Spares and Equipment. This cost is associated with the periodic replacement of
equipment from normal deterioration and failure. These costs are based on those
developed for the TWRS EIS engineering data packages (Colby 1995, Slaathaug
1995a). This cost for Deferred Separations was set equal to the cost for the No
Separations alternative due to the similarity between the two TECs. The spares and
equipment cost for sub-alternative #2 will be set equal to the value calculated for
Separations.
HLW Storage and Containers. This cost includes the cost associated with
packaging and interim storage of the HLW glass and calciner product. It is assumed
that:
For the No Separations option, the HLW glass cullet will be packaged in an
overpack container ($25,000 per container) for interim storage on a HLW
storage pad ($13 million per pad [two required]). Each container is then
placed in a shipping cask ($60,000 per cask) for transport to the HLW
repository.
For the Separations option, the HLW glass will be packaged in canisters
($10,000 per canister), four canisters will be packaged in an overpack
container ($25,000 per container) for interim storage on a HLW storage pad
($13 million per pad [one required]). Each container is then placed in a
shipping cask ($60,000 per cask) for transport to the HLW repository.
For the Deferred Separations option, the calcine product will be packaged in
an overpack container ($25,000 per container). Each container is then placed
in a shielding cask ($60,OCO per cask) before being railed to a interim storage
pad ($13 million per pad [two required]).
For Deferred Separations sub-alternative #1 no additional containers will be
necessary. For Deferred Separations sub-alternative #2, it will be assumed that the
HLW glass will be packaged in canisters ($10,000 per canister) and four canisters
will be packaged in an overpack container ($25,000 per container) for interim storage
on the HLW storage pads provided for storage of the calcined wastes. Each container
is then placed in a shipping cask (the shielding casks used for the calcined waste) for
transport to the HLW repository. The overpack containers will need to be
repurchased because it is assumed that during the calcine "retrieval" process the
containers will be destroyed.
Costs for items were taken from EIS data packages (Colby 1995, Slaathaug 1995a)
for the No Separations and the Separations options. For the Deferred Separations
options, the canisterlcask costs were assumed equal to the costs for the No
Separations option as well as the cost and number of the storage pads.
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ASPEN+M flowsheet models were developed for all alternatives. The volume of the
product streams for the No Separations option was taken from Colby 1995 and for the
Separations options the volumes were taken from Slaathaug 1995b. For the Deferred
Separations option the material balance was calculated using the same feed stream as
the other two options. The material balance for the Deferred Separations alternative
is contained in Appendix A. For sub-alternative #2 of Deferred Separations, the
volumes of HLW and LLW will be set equal to the volumes given for the Separations
alternative.
LLW Containers and Vaults. This cost includes construction and closure of the
vaults and purchase of containers that will be-used for retrievable storage of the LLW
glasslsulfur cement matrix. A recent trade study (WHC 199%) indicates that 42
vaults can be constructed and closed at a cost of $95 million. The cost of the ll-m3
containers is about $lO,OOO per communication with RaytheodBNFL staff. The use
of ll-m3 containers was recommended in WHC 1995c and is currently in the ZXW
Reference Flowsheer (Orme 1995). It is assumed that 435, 11 m3 containers can be
placed in a vault (5,300m3/ll m3 and 90 percent void for containers). See paragraph
above for volumes used.
Decontamination and Decommissioning @&D). This cost was determined by
assuming that D&D costs could be approximated by assigning a cost equal to
30 percent of the total TEC (including contingency) plus 3 years of peak operating
staff cost (Boomer et al. 1994).
5.1.3 High-Level Waste Repository Costs

The costs associated with disposal of the HLW for each of the treatment alternatives
are given in Table 5-5. Most of these costs are based on recent communications with the
Office of Civilian Waste Management as stated in the TWRS EIS data packages (Colby
1995, Slaathaug 1995a) and are consistent with the disposal costs reported in the
aforementioned data packages. The cost for sub-alternative #1 is interpolated from the cost
for the No Separations option and the Separations option.

ASPEN+ i s a t r a d e m a r k o f Aspen T e c h n o l o g y , Inc.
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Table 5-5. High-Level Waste Repository Costs (1995 dollars).

'Colby 1995.
'Slaathaug 1995b.
'Mass taken from material balance (Appendix A, stream 114) with an assumed specific gravity of 1.0.
'Slaathaug 1995b Table 5-5.
'Interpolated from No Separations and Separations cost.
= [(12.9B 4.0B)/(21,400 - 1,700)l * (12,oOO - 1,700) + 4.0
= 8.65 B = > 8.7 B.
~

5.2 SCHEDULE

The technical strategy reflected in .the Tri-Party Agreement (Ecology et al. 1994) has
specific schedules that determine the length of the major TWRS functions. However, since
this is a validation of a Level III decision, the milestones that were created under this
decision should not be considered limiting. Therefore, the only milestones that are
applicable are M-45-04-TOl (start of SST retrieval in 2003) and M-45-05(completion of SST
retrieval in 2018). It is assumed that these milestones will be met regardless of the scheme
chosen and, therefore, schedule is determined to not be a discriminating factor. However, it
is reasonable to assume that the No Separations and the Separations options will meet the
existing milestones (Ecology et al. 1994) for treatment and disposal. Deferred Separations,
if coupled with sub-alternative #I, should also meet all existing milestones (Ecology et al.
1994). If it is coupled with sub-alternative #2, however, the existing milestones for
treatment and disposal will most likely not be met.
5.3 OPERABILITY

Operability is basically a function of the complexity of one system over another.
Since it can be assumed that the Separations process would contain within its unit operations
the No Separations unit processes, it will have more operability problems. However,
comparing the operability of Deferred Separations to the other two alternatives depends on
the sub-alternative chosen. A determination of the relative operability can not be made if
Deferred Separations coupled with sub-alternative #1 is chosen (calcine material to HLW
repository). This is because comparing processes that are not directly related (melters versus
calciners) is dependant on the evaluators experience and point-of-view. Also since the exact
process for Separations is not known, its operability can not be readily defined. If
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sub-alternative #2is chosen, a comparison can be made since it entails processing the
calcined waste to LLW and HLW glass (e.g., this sub-alternative contains the Separations
alternative within it). Therefore it inherently has more operability problems than the other
two alternatives. However, sub-alternative #2 does have the advantage of time. Since the
Separations process is delayed, it has more time to mature and develop. How much of an
effect this time will have is unknown.
5.4

MAINTAINABILITY

For puxposes of this report, the complexity drivers that apply to operability also apply
to maintainability.
5.5 SAFETY

I

Performance of various facility configurations and process alternatives have been
evaluated previously (Boomer et al. 1993,Boomer et al. 1994,and Johnson et al. 1993) to
determine the extent to which safety was a discriminator in selecting a preferred alternative.
Safety was not found to be a discriminator in any of the work referenced above (i.e., all
facilities can be designed to achieve an acceptable level of safety). However, the following
observations and trends can be established based on the work to date:
All facilities, regardless of facility configuration, are regarded as viable since
all can be designed to provide adequate prevention and mitigation of
radiological and nonradiological w a r d s . However, the impact of design or
operating prevention and mitigation features could influence discrimination of
alternatives based on cost. Sufficient design information and detailed analyses
are not currently available to quantify this potential cost impact. It can be
inferred that the potential cost impact may be greater for more complex
processes with a more diverse inventory of hazardous materials than for less
complex processes.
Certain "risk factors" such as maximum potential dose commitment,
occupational injuries, and potential exposure to nonradiological hazardous
materials increase as a function of the number of workers involved increases.
This observation is based on the assumption that all facilities adopt an
equivalent maintenance and operating philosophy. The complexity of the
facilities also influences the "risk factors" in that increased complexity may
require increased worker interaction with the process. Therefore, a more
complex process (such as Separations) would carry a higher inherent or
statistical risk than smaller, less complex processes (No Separations).
However, in all cases the risk can be managed to an acceptable level, although
at different levels of engineering design, initial capital investment, operational
controls, maintenance and surveillance, etc. In terms of "risk factors" alone,
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however, there may not be a significant difference in performance of one
process over another.

5.6 ENVIRONMENTAL.
It is anticipated that all process alternatives can be designed and operated within the
bounds of regulatory acceptability. Therefore environmental regulations compliance (in
terms of liquidlgaseous effluents and secondary wastes) is not considered a discriminating
factor.
The ultimate disposal of the tank waste and the material resource requirements varies
between alternatives. One of the alternatives and one of the sub-alternatives disposes part of
the tank waste onsite (LLW). It is assumed that the LLW products will meet all regulatory
requirements, but there will still be restricted land use near the disposal sites. It is not the
intent of this comparison to state that the other alternatives will have zero restricted land use,
but instead to state that the alternatives with LLW will have additional restricted areas.
Sub-alternative #2 of Deferred Separations assumes that the calcine material will be
accepted by the high level waste repository. This will, in all probability, be an unfounded
assumption. The calcine material will be a friable, easily dispersable, water soluble waste
form. Upon contact with water it will form an extremely caustic solution (due to the
solubilization of sodium dioxide to sodium hydroxide) and will corrode its container and
adjacent containers. Since the waste is immobilized by its container (and not by its final
form) the waste could be released to the environment.
The volume of the LLW and HLW products and the material usages are compared in
Table 5-6.

5.7 TECHNICALMATURITY
Technical maturity is deemed to not be a discriminating factor. This is because
technical maturity relates to the maturity of the unit operations within a process. Since this
study is not directed at that level of development, technical maturity will not be evaluated.

5.8 COMPLEXITY OF INTERFACES
Complexity of interface issues can be process or configuration driven or both. Since
this document does not define the process nor sets the configurations, complexity of
interfaces should not be used as a discriminating factor.
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Alternative

High-level
waste
Low-level
waste
Total

No
separations'

Separations'

140,000

8,600

--

120,000

8,600

0

220,000

_-

0

220,000

140,000

I

230,000

Deferred separations
Calcinekask
SubSubalternative alternative
#13
#2*

I

_-

I

120,000

I

230,000

Water
7,300
12,000
7,3w
-12,000
(m3x1000)
4,700
9,000
6,60O6
-Electricity
9,000
(GW)
450,000'
470,000
85,000'
__
470,000
Process
Chemicals
(MT)
'Colby 1995.
'Slaathaug 1995 a and b
'Mass for product volume taken from material balance (Appendix A,
stream 114) with an assumed specific gravity of 1.0.
4Slaathaug 1995b, Tables 5-8 and 5-9.
'Arbitrarily set to No Separations water usage. Value is underdeveloped.
6Boomer et al. 1993.
'Includes oxygen (185,000 MT).
'Raw material usage from material balance (Appendix A).
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APPENDIX A
CALCINE-CASK MATERIAL BALANCE
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Figure A-1.
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APPENDIX B
CALCINE-CASK FACILITY LAYOUTS
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Figure B-1. Calcine-Cask Facility Lay
(Sheet 10 of 11)
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